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Welcome to the Houghton-le-Spring ARC
newsletter for July 2018,
Club Meetings

carpark to test this one, we attached it to
a 7m roach pole and checked it with the
analyser, it was just about perfect so
another success. Here is Paul checking the
SWR and Ron holding the pole,

5/6/18 More antenna building tonight, I
wanted a simple antenna to use on 4m
and as mentioned in previous newsletter
we wanted to build a 4m Slim Jim, after
the success of the 70cm and 2m versions
we decided to have a go at a 4m version,
Ron M6WHE, Paul M6PQD and myself set
away building it,

we got the design from M0UKD’s website,
we used 450ohm ladder line and the total
length was nearly 3m so quite a bit longer
than the other versions we had made, the
build went smoothly measuring twice and
cutting once, once complete and the
choke balun made, we headed to the

I tweaked the 70cm Slim Jim and checked
it again and the SWR was still good so now
all up and running and will require testing
in the field.
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Ian and Greg were still experimenting with
SSTV using the Wolphilink and an android
tablet,

they are a little further forward and have
found out why it was transmitting, it turns
out it’s a common issue with the FT920, so
we are going to resort to using the mic
socket, we knew using the mic socket
would work as this is the way we use the
Signalink interface, but its nice to get to
bottom of the problem using the Data
input, so still work in progress, not a lot
else going on but what we done kept us all
busy all night, so as always a great night.

12/6/18 There didn’t seem like enough
time tonight for all the activities going on,
firstly Ron, Greg and myself were making
some more 70cm Slim Jims,

this time we used 300ohm ladder line so it
would fit nicely inside some 25mm plastic
pipe, we got them made and they looked
great, after the initial tests Gregs was
pretty good, but the other one was quite a
way out, we had 2 options either to
shorten the overall length or adjust the
feed point, we opted to try and shorten,
which didn’t work, so next we will
experiment with the feed point position.

Phil G1GTX had been experimenting with
his FT817 at home and wasn’t happy with
the results he was getting on HF so as a
process of illumination he bought in in
radio to try on the clubs aerials,

he got set up and within no time he had a
contact, his first HF contact in 30 year it
was with Dirk ON6OO from Belgium, he
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was over the moon, I’m sure it was filmed
so will probably appear on the clubs
facebook page, week done Phil!

More experimenting with SSTV tonight,
before the net last Friday Ian and myself
were sending some pictures over 2m, I
was transmitting ok but I had trouble
receiving, but we don’t know if it was Ians
transmission or my receiving at fault, so
we need a few more people on at the
same time sending and receiving so we
can compare results, anyway Ron has had
a few issues transmitting SSTV on his
FT991 using the program MMSSTV so
Greg and Tom were checking over his
settings,
George G4RNI recently bought a box and a
pair of terminals off Dave and Amanda
(Canny Components) so he could mount a
9:1 unun in that he has had made for a
while, it was very well made as you would
expect from George and it looked like it
would handle a lot of power.

Also tonight we had visit from Lee
2E0DZC, Tom Started a Foundation course
with new club member Michael, Reg

brought in some cables from his surround
system which he would like extending but
unfortunately we ran out of time so I will
do them next week,
19/6/18 We were a little down on
numbers tonight, maybe due to World
Cup being on the TV, but still a few
activities going on nothing radio related,
firstly I was extending Reg’s surround
sound cables, all soldered and heat
shrinked and polarities marked up so he
can just plug and play, second little
project was to replace a fuse holder on
one of his power leads, the old one was
difficult to open so we replaced it with an
easier one, Ian brought in an old 12v PIR
unit which wasn’t working 100%, he had
replaced it as looked like the main
connectors weren’t getting a good
contact, it just looked like cheap
components, I will replace them with
something of a bit better quality, we
opened it up to see how it worked as it
was rated for 8amp, it was switched with
2 transistors instead of a relay, a nice little
unit to play about with, we have the HF
radio out and there seemed quite a bit of
activity on the bands, im not sure if
anyone had any contacts as I was busy
soldering, we discussed the success of the
Slim Jims we had made over the past
weeks and some possible improvements,
Phil G1GTX had more success this week
after his first HF contact last week, he only
went and won both prizes in the meat
draw!! Well done again Phil. Tom
continued his foundation training course
with new club member Michael who we
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welcome to the club and wish him the
best of luck with his course and Exam. So
a quiet but good night as always.
26/6/18
I thought it may have been quiet again
tonight with the nice weather and the
football on TV, but as you can see from
the carpark it was quite the
opposite

we just seem to get to the club and hit
the ground running with activities first
tonight George brought in an Interface for
our Kenwood TS2000 which had been very
kindly donated to the club from JIM
G7TFX of the Durham and District
ARS

Dave M0ZDM brought in his morse
paddles he had been making in true
homebrew style, it was made with various
parts including lego and an old hacksaw
blade, it worked brilliant, we didn’t try it
on the air we only tried it on the
oscillator,

You may remember a few months ago
Ron M6YRC had a problem with his mic on
DMR ‘Motorboating’ we fixed the issue by
removing a resistor and adding a capacitor
across the mic, it fixed the problem but
still not 100% so I changed the capacitor
for a bigger value as a first attempt, Ron
took it away and we will await the results
before we try anything else, It was fun
soldering an 0603 SMD Capacitor with the
soldering iron at the club

George G4RNI brought in his an aerial he
had converted from a triband to a mono
band 4m vertical, he had changed the
loading coil length and added 4 capacitors
totaling about 10pf, he used 4 caps to
handle the a higher voltage, he has
spoken about this aerial for a long time
and it was nice to finally see it and see
how it had been converted,
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Thanks to George for bringing it in to
show us,
Finally tonight I managed to complete a
few little projects that have been hanging
around for a while, nothing exciting but I
needed a new cable on my door mount, I
decided to fit a short cable and just
connect it up with a joint and long patch
lead when I needed it, and my patch lead I
use for my experimenting with aerials had
a loose PL259 so I replaced that to, a little
bit of maintenance is always good to keep
everything working to its best,
It was a nice and snug fit back into the
fiberglass poles here it is back together

And as you can see on the analyser the
SWR curve looked just perfect

Also tonight Phil G1GTX, Dave M0ZDM,
Ian M0RZE and myself had a good bit of
morse practice tonight, it has been a while
since I have done any and really enjoyed
it, Tom continued his foundation training
with Michael tonight,

Also talks about the upcoming rally who
will be doing what and times etc.. so
another very successful night and a great
time was had by all.
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STARS Mini Rally 4/6/18
There was an invitation from the South
Tyneside Amateur Radio Society (STARS)
to go along to their club night for a mini
rally/get together, Ian M0RZE, Tom
M0HYE, George M5GHT and myself went
along to show support from our club, also
there from our club were Ernie M5ERN
and George G4RNI who are also members
of the STARS, we were there early and
were welcomed to the club by Robert
M0LGV,

we had a general mingle as you do while
the club got all of their radio equipment
and tables for the club night set up along
with some bits and pieces that were
brought in to sell,

also setting up were Dave and Amanda from
Canny Components as always they have a
great selection of components and radio
equipment, once all setup Robert gave use
the guided tour of the building, including all of
the antennas and rooms available for
different purposes like exams etc.. an
impressive meeting venue, they are lucky to
have access to such a great place. There were
cups of tea and coffee, some nice cake and
quiche available for us all.

a great night was had by all and a big
Thanks to all the members of the club for
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the invitation and the warm welcome,
they are a great bunch of lads (and lasses)
Scott M0MCN

Slim Jim Testing part 1 17/6/18
It was a nice morning so I decided to
head to Waskerley to listen to the
GB2RS News and the roundup, I took
the 2m Slim Jim we made at the club a
few weeks ago, I attached it to a 7m
Roach pole and then attached it to the
fence, I had a listen around and there
was a definite improvement over the
magmount aerial I normally use, about
3 S points, I called in on the Roundup
and got a very good report from
Alistair G4OLK who was the news
reader for today, after the roundup I
had a QSO with Ian M0RZE, we done a
few comparisons on TX and using 5
watts I firstly used the dual band aerial
on the magmount and I was an S6, I
switched to the Slim Jim and I went up
to an S9, so very successful build, now I
know it all works I can seal up all the
joints to make it water tight and I can
use it more while out portable or even
experiment at home.

Scott M0MCN
George (G4RNI)’s first QSL
Card
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And Finally, Thanks for reading the newsletter for
July 2018 from Houghton-le-Spring ARC, and if
there is any radio related content from the club
email details to Scott using email
M0MCN@yahoo.co.uk

While we were at the STARS Meeting
George brought in his first QSL card he
received, it was from the Pirate Radio ship
Radio North Sea International (RNI), he
explained how he used to listen to RNI
and Radio Caroline, very interesting to
listen to his stories about the history of
the ships, so if you didn’t know where his
inspiration for his callsign came from this
is it, here is a photo of the actual QSL
card,
I’m sure if you would like to know more
about the ships George will explain in
more depth,

